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Hello! My name is Jessica Sachs. 
I go by jess. she/her pronouns.

• Work in the Vue, Vite, and Vitest 
testing ecosystem


• Staff Engineer at Cypress where I 
lead the development of the 
Cy Component Test Runner


• Faker.js maintainer
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What’s                  ?Vitest
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Vitest is a new testing 
framework built by many of the 
Vue Core team members to 
support testing Vite-based apps
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Vite replaces Vue CLI 
(webpack) as the new 
recommended bundler for Vue 
Apps
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Vite works with Vue 2 via 
underfin/vite-plugin-vue2, and 
so does Vitest
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…but because it’s built by Vue, 
Nuxt, and Vite Core team 
members, it’s architected with 
Vue (and Svelte!) support in 
mind.

Vitest is framework agnostic…
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Okay, but what’s                   really?Vitest
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a test runnerOkay, but what’s                      really?
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A program that executes tests against your source 
code such that if your code doesn’t do what you want it 
to, it reports any failures.

a test runnerOkay, but what’s                      really?

Command Line API

Node API
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A program that executes tests against your source 
code such that if your code doesn’t do what you want it 
to, it reports any failures.

a test runnerOkay, but what’s                      really?

Test Code
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A program that executes tests against your source 
code such that if your code doesn’t do what you want it 
to, it reports any failures.

a test runnerOkay, but what’s                      really?

Reporter
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The simplest test runner
• Builds your spec’s code and any source code imported


• Invokes specs to create a Test Plan


• Executes the Test Plan


• Collects passes, failures, and any “skipped” tests


• Process exits with a success or error status code
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• toContain


• toMatch


• toBeVisible


• toBeTruthy


• toBeCalledWith


• toBeLessThan


• to.contain


• to.match


• to.be.visible


• to.be.true


• to.be.called.with


• to.be.less.than

An assertion library, like Chai or Jasmine, is 
responsible for implementing matchers like the 
below: 
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Why Vitest?

It’s fast. Very, very fast. 
Watch mode leverages Vite’s HMR.
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Unlike other JavaScript test runners, 
it runs on top of Go.

Vitest
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Why Vitest?

It’s maintainable. It re-uses your Vite 
build config, so it works out of the box 
with your Vue app.
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Why Vitest?

Testing a Vite app using Mocha or Jest 
requires you to reimplement your build 
in Webpack or Jest transformers.

Why Vitest?

It keeps you safe.
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This means when you’re testing your Vite 
app with a non-Vite build, you’re not 
testing the source code you’re going to 
ship.
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Whenever test !== prod you risk 
releasing bugs that are covered up by 
your “test-only” config.
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Additionally…
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It’s built by the Vue, Nuxt, and 
Vite Core team members, so it’s 
architected with Vue support in 
mind.

And again…
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It’s fast. 
It’s maintainable. 
It keeps you safe. 
It’s Vue core-built and maintained.

So, why                   ?Vitest
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Slides are available at jess.sh/vitest-anatomy

Thank you!


